FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
International Knife Throwers Hall of Fame US Nationals of Knife &
Tomahawk Throwing Championships
LAS VEGAS, NV., April 4, 2017 / - Some of the world's best knife and tomahawk throwers will step
up to the line in an exciting competition at the US Nationals ProAm Conventional Knife and
Tomahawk Throwing Championships. Held for the second year at the Superhero Foundry at 3155
West Post Rd and Dean Martin Blvd., this event is the 14th annual US Nationals for the International
Knife Throwers Hall of Fame. The IKTHOF (established in 2003) is the largest knife and tomahawk
throwing organization in the world with nearly 500 members. Its home base is in Austin Texas and
its founder is Dr. Mike Alamo Bainton.
In competitive knife and tomahawk throwing, three wooden targets are place in a V-configuration
and knives and tomahawks are thrown for point values at distances of 6 feet up to 30 feet or more.
With a maximum score of 300 points, the sport is quickly becoming the most exciting precision
throwing sport in the world. Other throwing organizations, such as Eurothrowers in Europe, KATTA
in the UK, Freethrowers in Russia, and Le Mans Habilis in France have adopted similar scoring
systems and games and even knife throwing clubs in Indonesia are experiencing rapid growth of this
sport.
The location of this year’s US Nationals is the Superhero Foundry in Las Vegas, NV. Its owners, Dr.
TJ Cuenca and Melody Joy Cuenca are the highest ranked knife throwing couple in the world.
Melody is an 11-time world champion and the most awarded competitive female knife thrower in the
world by winning championships in the United States, England, France and Italy. This year, this
power couple will be competing in Hungary for the European Knife and Axe Championships.
ABOUT THE COMPANY:
The Superhero Foundry is the world’s first superhero training center with the largest professional
indoor knife & precision throwing sport range. Established in 2014, and offering specialized Filipino
martial arts for self defense and counter offense as well as survival parkour, verbal de-escalation,
weapons training, and cosplay construction classes. This is the only indoor knife throwing center
recognized and respected by the largest knife & axe throwing organizations and clubs in the world.
CONTACT:
TJ Cuenca The Superhero Foundry
director@superherofoundry.com
3155 W. Post Rd., Las Vegas 89118
(702) 907-XMEN or (702) 785-3111
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